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Coach’s Corner –   Popsicles in the Park! 

 
 

Good afternoon friends and families of MCS, 
 
Our Grade 8 class is enjoying a few days away on their graduation trip.  After 
viewing photos from their first day at Camp Mini-Yo-We, they are having a 
great time!  It is hard to believe that in just two weeks, this wonderful group 
of students graduate. 

 
We hope you can join us after school today from 3:30-5:45pm at Rotary Park for our 
Popsicles in the Park community event.  We are excited to spend time with you!  Thank you 
to Mrs. Kao and Mrs. Martin for planning the event. 

 

 
 

Grade 8…leaving for Grad trip to Camp Mini-Yo-We 

 

 

Blessings, 

Mr. Martin 
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Wednesday Chapel  
 

This Week: Mr. Danielson 
 

Next Week: Mr. Leon Brown (Athletes in action) 
 

Notable announcements: June 
 
8-10           Grad trip (Camp Mini-Yo-We) 
 9                Popsicles in the park (Rotary Park 3:30pm-5:45pm) 
 10              Ice Cream Day 
19               Father’s Day 
23               Report Card/Graduation – (SK morning, Grade 8 evening) 
24               Last Day of school 

 
Happy Birthday 
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Hello, I’m Ella and I'm in Grade 8. I have made many memories these four 
years I’ve been here, but my favorite memory at MCS was when our class 
had a nerf battle in the chapel right before the Christmas break. It was so 
much fun to make little forts and team up with other classmates and play 
with the teachers. When I leave MCS, I will miss seeing my friends every day 
and laughing uncontrollably at something that isn't even funny. I will be 
going to CK (Craig Kielburger), but I will always remember MCS and the 
memories I made. Ella 

 
Something I will miss about MCS is how much we made each other 
laugh. Everybody in the class was kind to each other and made you 
feel good about yourself. A memory I have is when we had a 
campfire and made bread with our whole class. Another good 
memory I have is when we had a nerf battle before the Christmas 

break. Nolan 
 

 
Hello, I’m Vanessa. I'm currently in Grade 8 and my favorite 
memory at MCS is the last day of school before the winter break 
in Grade 8. This was one of my favorite memories because we 
had a food buffet and a nerf battle. One of the things I'm going to 
miss most about MCS is my friends and the memories we have 
made as a class, and how we laugh at things at the most random 
times. The high school I'm going to next year is Gaetz Brook 
junior high school in Nova Scotia.  

 
 
 

MCS CLASS OF 2022 
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I’m Lauren and this year I will be graduating. I have been at MCS 
since JK in 2012. I have many memories at MCS, but I’d say one of 
my favourite memories is from Grade 3. In our classroom we had a 
bag of finger puppets, one of the puppets was a mouse. Every 
time we had free time, me and my best friend Tessa would play 

with the puppets. I decided to name the mouse, Ze Franch Mousse. I think this is my favourite 
memory because it was spent with my best friend. Next year I am going to HDCH (Hamilton 
District Christian High). 

   
*       *       Watch out for more from Class of 2022   *       * 

 

 

 
 

Grade 6 at the Ontario Science Center 
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 Top and middle: Grade 3 at the Ontario Science Center  

 Bottom: In class science project 
 

Thank you for reading the Connector!     


